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Abstract 

Maintenance of high-quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) in refractory ventricular fibrillation (VF) and 

attempted treatment of the underline cause is associated with increased survival in prolonged cardiac arrest (CA). 

Thrombolysis targeting treatment of presumable acute myocardial infarction during CA, although plausible, is not 

routinely recommended. However, with the increase in technology to aid diagnosis during cardiac arrest, it is 

possible to more accurately infer patients who can benefit. This paper is a case report of a patient who presented an 

out-hospital subtle CA attended promptly by an alone rescuer. Due to geographical and communication conditions, 

the rescue system was not activated and the patient was transferred to the closer emergency department after 30 

minutes of collapse by the rescuer's own means. The patient was resuscitated by a complete team in a satellite 

emergency unit and monitored with hand-free paddles. The rhythm was recurrent VF and there was rigorous CPR. 

The electrocardiogram filter showed ST-segment elevation in a short moment of sustained sinus rhythm. Intra-arrest 

thrombolytic therapy was performed after 25 minutes of in-hospital CA and immediate return to spontaneous 

circulation (ROSC) observed. Patient underwent cardiac catheterization with angioplasty of the anterior descending 

coronary and complete neurological recovery. This case report aims to demonstrate the possible effectiveness of 

thrombolysis during prolonged CA when ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction diagnosis is made by 
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electrocardiogram filter. High-quality CPR and individualization with underlining cause treatment can promote 

ROSC, neurological recovery and discharge with good quality of life. 

 

Keywords: Cardiac Arrest; Myocardial Infarction; Thrombolytic Therapy; Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation; 

Electrocardiography 

 

Abbreviations: CA, cardiac arrest; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; ED, emergency department; STEMI, ST-
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1. Introduction 

Prolonged cardiac arrest (CA) started out-of-hospital remains a challenge for the rescue team and it is the main 

cause of interruption of resuscitation efforts [1]. This condition is usually associated with poor clinical prognosis 

(demonstrated survival around 5%) [2]. Even for in-hospital scenarios, the CA duration has a linear correlation with 

mortality: when longer than 30 minutes is related to 5.6% of hospital discharge [3]. Some better prognosis in 

prolonged CA is described in situations like accidental hypothermia and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), but that is barely available [4, 5]. There are no specific recommendations for 

prolonged CA and adhesion to advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) recommendations are considered as survival 

predictors: early onset CPR, high-quality CPR, early and correct defibrillation, reversal of the underlying cause and 

proper post-arrest care. There is no evidence that transportation to hospital during CA is associated with longer 

survival [6]. 

 

One of the most common causes of CA worldwide is the ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). The 

frequency of coronary occlusion in out-of-hospital CA reaches 36% in survivors and 95% in autopsies-based series 

[7]. The vast majority of STEMI diagnoses are done after the restoration of spontaneous circulation (ROSC), as well 

as reperfusion therapy recommendations. Thrombolytic therapy is not inferior to angioplasty in improving the 

hospital discharge and thrombolysis targeting treatment of presumable acute myocardial infarction during CA, 

although plausible, is not routinely recommended due to the absence of sustained benefit in specific studies [8, 9]. 

Patient allocation was heterogeneous in previous studies, with different rhythms of CA and no confirmatory STEMI 

diagnosis during resuscitation.  

 

Currently, it is possible to better select patients for thrombolytic therapy after the STEMI diagnosis trough 

electrocardiogram filters attached to the hands-free pads [10]. This paper is a case report of a successful 

thrombolysis after prolonged out-of-hospital cardiac arrest due to acute myocardial infarction. 
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2. Case Description 

A 45-year-old male presented an out-of-hospital sudden collapse during sidewalk running. An alone female 

bystander was loading her car, promptly acted and confirmed CA after documentation of unconsciousness, absence 

of respiratory movement and central pulse. Despite the central region of a large city (Sao Paulo, Brazil), the street 

was deserted, there was no request for help and, incredibly, the rescuer did not have a cell phone at that time. A 

solitary resuscitation with calls for helps out loud with only continuous chest compressions was underway. After 

several minutes of unresponsive compression, the fatigated rescuer was helped by an adult man that was walking 

down the street. At this point there was a controversial decision: the rescuer asked him to drag de victim to her car 

and drive towards the nearest emergency room (satellite unit of Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein) while she 

maintained chest compressions. The arrival at the emergency room was cinematic and mobilized the entire 

emergency team available: an emergency cardiologist assumed the leader’s role, delegated functions, listened to the 

rescuer and in-hospital CPR was started after about 30 minutes of collapse. The initial rhythm was obtained by 

hands-free pads and ventricular fibrillation was ongoing. The first defibrillation was performed immediately and 

followed by a rigorous CPR process performed according to the norms of ACLS, closed loop communication, using 

epinephrine, amiodarone, lidocaine and performing recurrent well-indicated defibrillation with 200 joules. 

Advanced airway (video-guided orotracheal intubation) was obtained after the first circle. There was recurrence of 

ventricular fibrillation - electrical storm. The electrocardiogram filter (V1 derivation) showed ST-segment elevation 

during chest compression, in a short moment of sustained sinus rhythm. After 55 minutes of CA, thrombolysis with 

alteplase was guided by the rescue leader in view of the high probability of STEMI, and the ROSC was obtained in 

the next cycle, following the initial infusion of thrombolytic agent (15 mg of alteplase) and without recurrence of 

ventricular arrhythmias. Patient returned to spontaneous circulation with a low blood pressure and without a normal 

level of consciousness. The electrocardiogram showed extensive anterior STEMI (Figure 1).  

 

Laboratory tests were collected and compatible with a shock clinical condition (Table 1). There was a maintenance 

of ST-segment elevation, but stability with 0.2 mcg/Kg/min of norepinephrine (heart rate at 84 bpm, blood pressure 

at 116 × 70 mmHg, oximetry at 95% with inspired fraction of o2 at 40% and PETCO2 at 40 mmHg). Mechanical 

ventilation stayed at minimum parameters (peep 5 cmH2O, tidal volume in 12 mL/Kg and respiratory frequency of 

15 rpm) and sedation was started with midazolam (0.15 mcg/Kg/min) and fentanyl (0.02 mcg/Kg/min) targeting 

RAAS -4 for secure transport. Point-of-care ultrasound revealed severe left ventricular disfunction and absence of 

significant lung congestion or hypovolemia. After 15 minutes of ROSC, the patient was referral by ambulance to 

hospital central building intervention cardiology department. The transport was performed by 4 rescuers (1 doctor, 2 

nurses, 1 technician) and elapsed without any instability. Patient underwent cardiac catheterization with a time of 

less than 2 hours since he arrived in the emergency unit. A total occlusion of the anterior descending artery in its 

middle third was identified at the bifurcation with a diagonal branch (Figure 2). The patient underwent angioplasty 

of the anterior descending artery with pharmacological stent and kissing balloon for diagonal. The patient was 

referred to the intensive care unit where he evolved with cardiogenic shock, ejection fraction of 19%, need for 
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vasoactive drugs, but without ventricular assist device. On the second day of hospitalization he started hemodialysis 

in the context of acute renal failure (Table 1). After 10 days of hospitalization and 2 failures of extubation due to 

infectious complications he was extubated and remained without any neurological damage, with progressive 

increase of diuresis and left ventricle ejection fraction of 45%. He was discharged from hospital with rehabilitation 

and a nephrologist follow-up and after 3 months he could stop hemodialysis sessions. The last visit made by the 

resuscitation leader is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 1: Electrocardiogram immediately after returning to spontaneous circulation showing extensive anterior 

STEMI. 

 

 

Figure 2: Cardiac catheterization showing total occlusion of the anterior descending artery in its middle third. 
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Figure 3: Patient picture taken while he was still in the hospital accompanied by one of the emergency team doctor 

who was wearing mask due to the 2020 coronavirus pandemic. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Laboratory tests during hospitalization. 
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3. Discussion 

Out-of-hospital CA has a poor survival prognosis compared to in-hospital CA (5% vs. 17%). Thus, the National 

Association of Emergency Medical Services Physicians suggests that in prolonged out-of-hospital CA with no 

response after 20 minutes of effective CPR efforts should be discontinued. Regarding morbidity, the probability of 

hospital discharge with good functionality and without irreversible neurological damage after 15 minutes of CA is 

only 2%, compared to 75% in patients with short duration CA (less than 15 minutes) [2]. 

 

This report begins with an early CA diagnosis in the out-of-hospital environment but followed by a series of 

dramatic situations that presumably would imply a fatal evolution. The only extra-hospital factor that may have 

contributed to the surprising outcome was the attempt to continue chest compression. Some cases of prolonged CPR 

are successful, and possibly the etiology of the CA as well as the individual comorbidities may interfere in the 

outcome. Extrahospital CA of cardiac cause, especially acute myocardial infarction, when compared to other 

etiologies, has been associated to better outcomes, even when prolonged, as well as other specific etiologies such as 

hypothermia, pulmonary embolism and drug overdose [11]. Initial cardiac arrest rhythm also is associated with 

prognosis and implies markedly different survival rates. A Registry data of 411 hospitals in the National Registry of 

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation with a total of 51,919 adult patients with a CA from April 1999 to July 2005 

demonstrated that survival to hospital discharge was substantially more likely when the first documented rhythm 

was shockable rather than non-shockable (adjusted OR 1.68; 95% CI 1.55-1.82). In this case report, patient 

maintained a shockable rhythm throughout CPR, which encouraged the emergency team to keep efforts besides 

prolonged CA [12]. Thrombolytic therapy during CA is not recommended by the American Heart Association 

(AHA) and other guidelines, it is even considered a relative contraindication in view of its risk of bleeding [3]. 

However, acute myocardial infarction and pulmonary thromboembolism correspond to 70% of CA in an out-of-

hospital setting, so the function of thrombolysis in this context remains under debate [13-15]. 

 

Beneficial effects of thrombolytic therapy during cardiopulmonary resuscitation were described in several previous 

reports [14-17]. A retrospective study published by Lederer et al. found a greater chance of ROSC and survival in 

patients who received alteplase [14]. Additionally, a metanalysis published in 2006, with a review of 8 papers, found 

a better rate of ROSC, survival within 24 hours, survival until hospital discharge and absence of irreversible long-

term neurological damage in cases undergoing thrombolysis during CA (p < 0.01), but with risk of greater bleeding 

in these cases [20]. 

 

Nevertheless, in 2008, a double-blind randomized multicenter trial did not detect an improvement in outcome when, 

in comparison with placebo, tenecteplase was used during advanced life support for out-of-hospital CA. The primary 

end point of the study was 30-day survival; the secondary end points were hospital admission, ROSC, 24-hour 

survival, survival to hospital discharge, and neurologic outcome. The trial was terminated prematurely for futility 

after enrolling a total of 1050 patients. However, some considerations must be made. First of all, the trial included 
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patients with any initial electrocardiographic rhythm, and ventricular fibrillation was just 50 percent. Percutaneous 

coronary intervention was performed in less than 30% of the patients and, due to the limited number of autopsies, it 

was impossible to confirm the CA causes and circumstances of the underlying disease in all patients. Besides, the 

interval between collapse and administration of the study drug was much shorter than in many previous reports (18 

minutes vs. typically more than 30 minutes) and the surprisingly high overall survival rate (14.7 and 17% in each 

group) may have contributed to the inability to demonstrate an additional survival advantage for tenecteplase [15]. 

The patient in this case report does not fit in this trial, which mixed different arrest rhythms, including asystole, 

different causes of CA (including non-cardiac causes), and with an interval between collapse and administration of 

the thrombolytic therapy much shorter.  

 

Another retrospective analysis, also published in 2008, in an opposite way, showed excellent survival in patients 

with myocardial infarction who had cardiac arrest and received thrombolytic therapy. Thrombolysis was initiated 

during intermittent phases of spontaneous circulation with excellent survival rates and neurological outcome (45% 

of survivors were discharged with an excellent neurological recovery) (21]. Currently it is possible to more 

accurately infer patients who can benefit from the thrombolytic strategy through the diagnosis of STEMI during 

CPR using an electrocardiogram filter attached to the hands-free pads, as the patient in the case report [10]. More 

recent meta-analysis, published in 2019, showed different results compared to old meta-analyzes, nine studies were 

analyzed and no benefit from the point of view of ROSC or survival in 24 hours. Additionally, it again revealed 

higher risk of bleeding in groups undergoing thrombolysis [14]. Despite the inconsistent evidence, with the need for 

randomized clinical trials, systemic thrombolysis is still used to achieve ROSC in selected patients with prolonged 

CA [14]. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This case report aims to demonstrate the possible effectiveness of thrombolysis therapy during prolonged CA when 

STEMI diagnosis is made by electrocardiogram filter in transient moments of organized rhythm. Prolonged CA has 

a poor prognosis, but in cases of high-quality CPR during refractory VF and individualization with targeted 

underlining cause treatment, it is possible to promote ROSC, neurological recovery and discharge with good quality 

of life.  
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